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Universal Problems 

A most significant aspect of category theory is its unifying way of handling 

universal problems, those which require an optimal solution for a given problem 

(in a sense to be made explicit in each case). An abstract formulation of 

universal problems has been given by Samuel (1948). Translated into the 

categorical setting it has led to the important notion of adjoint functors (Kan, 

1958). In this book, we consider several universal problems, in particular the 

construction of colimits, the complexification process, and the construction of 

concepts. Though it will not always be done explicitly, they can be brought back 

to the following important situation. 

 

Definition. Let p be a functor from K to K’ and A’ an object of K’. We say that A’ 

generates a free object A with respect to p if A is an object of K and if there 

exists an arrow g’  from A’ to p A in K’ satisfying the ‘universal’ condition: (UC) If 

B is an object of K and f’  an arrow from A’ to p B, then there exists a unique 

arrow f  from A to B in K such that f’ = g’ p (f ) (see Figure below). 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure. A free object. 

We have a functor p from K to K’ and an object A’ of K’. The object A’ generates 

a free object, denoted by A, with respect to p if there is an arrow g’  from A’ to 

the image p A which satisfies the ‘universal property’: for each pair of an object 

B of K and of a link f’  from A’ to the image p B of B, there exists a unique arrow 

f  from A to B such that f’  is the composite g’ p (f ) of g’  with the image p (f ) of 

f. 

 

If each object A’ of K’ generates such a free object, there is a functor from 

K’ to K which maps A’ to its free object; this functor is called an adjoint of p. 
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